Push Code Blue Button & Call CODE BLUE ADULT overhead (55555)
DO NOT start CPR

Apply supplemental OXYGEN
Non-rebreather mask, Flow at 15 L/min
Place the bed in CPR Position (if unconscious)

Prepare the room for CODE BLUE
Pull bed away from the wall
Ensure that oxygen and suction are working
Clear tables & push unnecessary equipment to the side
Ensure IV access
Bring UBEC 1-2m from door

Help the INSIDE Team Put on PPE
Personal Protective Equipment:
N95, Face shield, Impermeable Gown, Gloves

STAFF INSIDE the room for Code BLUE
1 MD Leader
1 Code Nurse
Monitors/pads/meds administration
1-2 trained HCW for CPR or LUCAS if available
1-2 airway managers
PRN 1 procedure MD

STAFF outside the room for Code BLUE
1 Security
1 Code Nurse
Documentation / preparing meds
1-2 runners to grab supplies
1 PPE monitor for help with donning/doffing
1 backup MD
1 backup RT
1 Pharmacist
PRN
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